
 

 
 
 

 

RAFOC REMINISCENCES AND RAMBLINGS - WEEK 103 
25th MARCH 2022 

GREETINGS: 
 

Day729… fully a quarter of Ukraine’s population now displaced in a “great humanitarian 
catastrophe”… and the band played on… emotional pictures of refugees, beating of gums, rattling 
of sabres, waving of flags – but no effective NATO or UN action against the Putin regime. Ukraine a 
wake-up call – who will be next? Ramaphosa admits there is a war raging in Ukraine – dodges 
blaming Russia (he would, wouldn’t he)… Who’s Lewis Hamilton?... China battling rampaging 
Covid… Joe Biden mutters about Putin’s potential cyber-attack on US and use of chemical and 
biological weapons in Ukraine… surging inflation and highest UK taxes in 70 years... Harry and 
Meghan’s children Lilibet and Archie the “secret weapon” to get Royals back together… Ash Barty 
retires from tennis…Game, Set and Match 
Covid measures relaxed – but the dead hand of the NCC still lies heavy upon the whole land... World 
Water Day – but not enough to go round in some parts of SA… Longsuffering consumers bracing 
for the largest increases to fuel prices in South Africa’s history… food prices likely to soar further… 
Western Cape deputy judge president won’t discuss shooting outside her home… Kayelitsha mass 
shootings… more shootings linked to extortion rackets… the Man in the Hat continues to fail the 
public - spectacularly… disgraced Mkhize eyes Ramaphosa’s job… seriously?… Russian freighter 
aircraft in Cape Town contracted for Antarctic research resupply flights… 
 
WHAT PRICE FREEDOM? 
 

The current crisis has demonstrated that we cannot take the existing liberal world order for granted. 
It is something for which we must constantly struggle, and which will disappear the moment we lower 
our guard. The problems facing today’s liberal societies did not start and do not end with Putin, and 
we will face serious challenges even if he is stymied in Ukraine. Liberalism has been under attack 
for some time now, from both the right and the left. Freedom House in its “Freedom in the World” 
survey 2022 notes that global freedom has fallen in the aggregate now for 16 years in a row. It has 
declined not only because of the rise of authoritarian powers such as Russia and China, but also 
because of the turn towards populism, illiberalism and nationalism. 
(Francis Fukuyama, Senior Fellow, Stanford Center on Democracy, Development and the Rule of Law, writing in 
Financial Times). 
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GENERAL SIR NICK CARTER ON RUSSIA: 
 

 
 

The General, 63, is the longest-serving military chief since Lord Mountbatten, having spent nearly 
eight years in senior leadership: the first four as head of the army, followed by another three and a 
half in the top job, Chief of the Defence Staff (CDS). It is in this role that he has helped pioneer a 
shift in UK military priorities towards new projects in space, cyber and information warfare. The 
updated defence strategy, published last year to great fanfare, made much of Britain’s ambitions to 
boost its defence presence in the Indo-Pacific, anticipating a rising threat from China. Now, however, 
the risks seem much closer to home. The General himself has been unusually hawkish on Russia, 
having warned in a speech four years ago that Moscow represented “a clear and present danger” 
on Europe’s doorstep and “could initiate hostilities sooner than we expect.” He advised that Britain 
should reduce its vulnerabilities to Russian malign influence and disinformation and upgrade its 
armoured infantry capabilities. The recent defence strategy repeatedly cited Russia as the “most 
acute” security threat to the UK, but Ministers did not act consistently to curb the risks. Downing 
Street sat on a report by Parliament’s intelligence watchdog that criticised Moscow’s influence at the 
top of British society and the City of London’s role in laundering Russian finance. Ministers cut back 
on armoured vehicles and reduced the army by nearly 10,000 personnel to its smallest size in over 
three centuries. Were they ignoring Carter’s advice? “I think this is a wake-up call for all those who 
thought that the land instrument might no longer be as essential to deterrence as events are proving 
it is.” 
(Extracts of an Interview by Financial Times with General Sir Nick Carter, retired CDS, the day before Putin invaded 
Ukraine) 
 
UP YOUR CHUFF, COMRADE! 
 

 
 

It’s not hard to explain the startling losses of aircraft and pilots the Russian air force has suffered as 
the Ukraine war enters its third week. Russian air-warfare doctrine, plus a shortage of precision-
guided munitions, all but forces its fighter and attack pilots to fly low and slow underneath cloud 
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cover within just a few miles of Ukrainian troops. It’s a recipe for disaster. A low, slow flight profile 
along the front line puts Russian fighters and attack planes in range of the one type of defensive 
missile that the Russians have no hope of suppressing: man-portable air-defense systems such as 
the Strela, Igla and Stinger. Those MANPADS, backed by bigger and longer-ranged air-defense 
systems such as the S-300, Tor, Osa and Tunguska, have badly bloodied the Russian air force, 
or Vozdushno-kosmicheskiye sily (VKS) as it’s called in their native language, since Russia widened 
its war in Ukraine starting on the night of Feb 23. The Ukrainian defense ministry claims its forces 
have destroyed 77 Russian fixed-wing aircraft. Independent observers say at least 12 of those were 
kills. Verified losses include five Su-25 attack planes, two Su-30 and four Su-34 fighters and an An-
26 transport. Ground-based air-defenses including infrared-guided MANPADS probably have 
accounted for most of the attack jets and fighters Russia has lost. What’s remarkable is that 
MANPADS are very short-range weapons. A shoulder-fired Igla flies just three miles out and two up. 
(Forbes, sent in by Barry Lewis, SAAF via Clive King) 
 
EXERCISE COLD RESPONSE: 
 

 
 

Royal Air Force F-35B Lightning fighter jets and Maritime Reconnaissance Aircraft are participating 
in Exercise Cold Response. This month-long exercise for land, sea and air forces trains over 30,000 
troops from 27 nations to operate together in the largest cold weather exercise in Norway since the 
1980s. Held over vast swathes of Norwegian territory, including above the Arctic Circle, the bi-annual 
Norwegian-led winter exercise runs until 1st April 2022. The exercise aims to train allies and partners 
under challenging climatic conditions, enhancing the readiness and capabilities of the participating 
forces. During the exercise, Poseidon Maritime Reconnaissance Aircraft from RAF Lossiemouth and 
Lightning F-35s from RAF Marham will operate alongside NATO partners in some of the world's 
harshest environments. The fighter jets will integrate with naval vessels and although not flying from 
HMS Prince of Wales, which is serving as the NATO Command Ship, they will train with the Carrier. 
HMS Prince of Wales joined the Cold Response task force of 25 ships from 11 nations shortly after 
air defence exercises in the North Sea alongside four of the UK’s Lightning F-35B fighters from 617 
Squadron, ‘The Dambusters.’ The jets from RAF Marham took part in a simulated air battle, 
controlled by Royal Navy fighter controllers on the ship. The Poseidon Maritime Reconnaissance 
Aircraft will enhance the exercise with its extensive suite of sensors and Anti-Submarine capability. 
Regular exercises allow NATO and partners to train together, identifying what works and what needs 
improving. Exercises are defensive, proportionate and announced months in advance. NATO allies 
respect the transparency obligations under the OSCE Vienna Document, which governs the rules 
for military exercises in the Euro-Atlantic area. (RAF News) 
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CAA WIELDS BROOMSTICK... 
 

As the CAA lifted the ban on Comair at the weekend another of their British Airways franchise aircraft 
reportedly suffered a landing gear malfunction, but landed safely... The South African CAA has 
turned its attention to the maintenance of Comair (South Africa), as Comair flights continue to 
experience technical problems. Lufthansa Technik (Germany) and SAA Technical (South Africa) as 
the service providers, are also under scrutiny by the Authority. Comair (South Africa) has shifted the 
maintenance and repair of its aircraft from Lufthansa Technik Maintenance International to SAA 
Technical (South Africa), following a safety audit. Per Aviator Aero, on successive days this week, via Bruce 
Prescott 
 

LITHUANIAN INDEPENDENCE DAY:                                                                                              
 

 
In a show of unity, the RAF and NATO allies have taken part in a fly-past over Vilnius, the capital of 
Lithuania, to mark the country’s Restoration of Independence Day, which celebrates independence 
from the Soviet Union in 1990. Flying from Zokniai Air Force Base near Siauliai in Lithuania the RAF 
Typhoon’s joined a pair of Polish F-16s which were observed by the President of Lithuania, Gitanas 
Nauseda, who was joined by a number of ex-Presidents and Government heads. During the 
Ceremony flags of the three Baltic States of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania were raised over 
Independence Square near the Lithuanian Parliament. A day earlier, Her Majesty’s Ambassador to 
Lithuania, Brian Olly, welcomed the pilots to Lithuania as they arrived at Siauliai Air Force Base. 
During the day RAF Typhoon’s flying from RAF Coningsby and RAF Akrotiri also conducted patrols 
in the region as part of pre-planned enhanced Vigilance Activity, a NATO task initiated in response 
to events in Ukraine. This activity is intended to defend the region and is a robust response to Putin’s 
aggression, contributing to the security of Europe. (RAF News) 
 
VISION 2031 “FIVE EYES” 
 

Air Chiefs have released details of an international commitment to defend allied military and 
commercial satellites and space vehicles against hostile activity from Russia and China. The 
document – co-drafted by the seven-nation Combined Space Operations Initiative – recognises 
space as integral to everyday life and modern military operations. It sets out a shared desire by 
Australia, Canada, France, Germany, New Zealand, the UK and the US to conduct combined military 
space operations to increase security. Chief of the Air Staff, Air Chief Marshal Sir Mike Wigston, 
said: “Vision 2031 sets out our commitment to the responsible and beneficial use of space for all. To 
achieve that aim, the United Kingdom will work with like-minded partners around the world to protect 
and defend our collective interests in space.” It follows the Defence Space Strategy, released in 
February, that sets out how the UK will collaborate with Combined Space Operations, the Five Eyes 
partners, Nasa and others in shared space operations to deter hostile activities, optimise resources 
and preserve Britain’s strategic advantage. Air Vice-Marshal Harvey Smyth, director of the MOD 
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Space Directorate, said: “Through the sharing of intelligence, information and training with allies 
and partners, we can be greater than the sum of our parts in our joint pursuit for a safe and secure 
space domain.” Space chiefs last met at Cape Canaveral in Florida to build collaboration between 
national space operations centers, including the UK’s High Wycombe Space Command 
 
RESISTANCE HEROINE “MONIQUE” MBE: 
 

   
 

Henriette Hanotte, who helped save 135 Allied airmen from Nazi occupied Europe has been 
honoured by serving RAF personnel. Codenamed Monique, the Belgian WWII resistance agent, who 
was awarded an honorary MBE for her bravery, died on February 19 aged 101. Born in the small 
village of Rumes, on the French border, she was just 19 years old in 1940 when she began guiding 
French and British airmen to safety as a member of the underground Comet Line. Belgium and 
Luxembourg Defence Attaché Gp Capt Justin Fowler, who attended her funeral, said: “Henriette’s 
daughter was delighted to have an RAF presence at the funeral, and we were surrounded by family, 
friends and representatives from France, the US and the Comet Line Association Schoolchildren 
lined the streets as the funeral procession passed by.” In May 1944, denounced by a traitor, 
Henriette was recalled to the UK to avoid capture and continued her wartime role by training as a 
parachutist. She missed the liberation of her village, the first to be freed in Belgium, by the US Army 
in September 1944. (RAF News) 
 
*************** 
OBITUATY: 
 
AIR MARSHAL Sir Erik Peter Bennett CBE KB CVO RAF: (3 September 1928 – 28 January 2022) 
was a Royal Air Force Officer who subsequently became Commander of the Royal Air Force of 
Oman and an adviser to Sultan Qaboos bin Said Al Said. The Sunday Times once described Erik 
Bennett as “one of Oman’s (and Britain’s) best-kept secrets: the key figure in a group of elderly 
former military and intelligence officers who help the Sultan to run his rich, strategically vital country 
at the mouth of the Gulf”. For decades he was the driving force behind British involvement in the 
sultanate, both military and diplomatic. “He is the single most influential figure on the Omani defence 
scene next to the ruler himself,” a US defence source said in 1985, frustrated at his own country’s 
lack of involvement. “He can be totally charming or a bit of a bastard,” he added. Bennett was 
commissioned as a Pilot Officer (emergency) in the RAF on 22 January 1948, from Leading 
Aircraftsman. He was promoted to Flying Officer on 22 January 1950 and made Flight Lieutenant on 
13 June 1953. On 1 January 1954 he was awarded the Queens Commndation for Valuable Service 
in the Air. He became a Squadron Leader on 1 January 1959 and rose to Wing Commander on 1 
July 1965. He was promoted to Group Captain on 1 July 1971. According to the Daily Telegraph, 
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Bennett served as an air adviser to King Hussein of Jordan in the early 1970s. Alan Duncan says 
Bennett was picked for this role by Conservative minister Julian Amery.  
 

 
 

In May 1973, as Officer in Command of RAF Boulmer, Bennett led a British military team on a visit 
to Oman, where he wrote a proposal for an Omani air defence system. Bennett reportedly became 
Commander of the Sultan of Oman's Air Force in 1974, during the Dhofar Rebellion, and held this 
position until 1990. However, he appears to have remained in the British RAF throughout this 
assignment. By December 1975, Bennett was ranked as an Air Commodore and had apologised in 
November that year for "disobeying orders" when he wrongly authorised a British military pilot on 
loan to Oman to fly a sortie 100 km over the border into South Yemen. The pilot, Squadron leader 
Robin Renton, had undertaken photographic reconnaissance of Al Ghayda Airport in an 
Omani Hawker Hunter jet which developed "engine seizure" on the return journey, forcing him to 
eject and sustain spinal injury. Other sources say Renton was shot down by anti-aircraft guns. The 
incident caused some tension between Bennett and Ken Perkins, Commander Sultan of Oman's 
Armed Forces. Perkins claimed Bennett was "too close" to Sultan Qaboos. Britain's ambassador to 
Oman, Charles James Treadwell, said removing Bennett from Oman ahead of schedule would 
"certainly meet with the Sultan's resistance and in the end do us more harm than good. It should not 
be forgotten that it is extremely difficult for Perkins to have as Commander of his air wing an Officer 
who is as much a political animal, using his access to and influence with the Sultan, as an 
experienced technical administrative officer." Bennett stayed in Oman and was made a Companion 
of the order of the Bath by the Queen on 16 June 1984 when he was listed as Air Vice-Marshal. He 
was knighted by the Queen on 16 June 1990 in her "overseas awards". Bennett retired from the 
RAF on 10 June 1991, with his rank listed as Air Marshal, although subsequent listings in official 
records described him as an Air Vice-Marshal. Bennett continued working in Oman after retiring from 
military service and became the principal adviser to Sultan Qaboos in 1992, organising the annual 
meetings of the Sultan’s Privy Council, where British dignitaries would advise Qaboos on policy 
issues such as economic reform, security and foreign policy. In September 1995 Bennett was injured 
in a car crash while travelling with Sultan Qaboos. A senior Omani minister, Qais Al-Zhawawi, was 
killed in the accident, but Bennett recovered in hospital. In November 2010, while on a Royal visit 
to Muscat, the Queen awarded Bennett the Insignia of a Commander of the Royal Victorian 
Order and later that same day invested The Sultan of Oman with the Royal Victorian Chain. On 15 
June 2012, Bennett was listed as an "adviser to The Sultan" when he attended a lunch with Sultan 
Qaboos together with the Queen at Buckingham Palace, attended by Foreign Secretary William 
Hague MP. Bennett was one of more than 800 guests approved by Margaret Thatcher to attend her 
funeral in 2013.                                                                 
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BAe 146 “LIONEL REES VC” WINGS GRACEFULLY INTO RETIREMENT: 
 

 
 

A jet named after a Welsh winner of the Victoria Cross and used by the Royal Family was delivered 
to a South Wales aviation museum today after making its final flight for the RAF. The BAe146 four-
engine transport, previously operated by the Queen’s Flight, is being given by the RAF to the South 
Wales Aviation Museum (SWAM) at St Athan. The aircraft was delivered by 32 Squadron, known as 
‘The Royal Squadron,’ the unit has operated the aircraft for many years to transport members of the 
Royal family, senior government ministers and Ministry of Defence personnel. Piloting the aircraft, 
number ZE700, on its final flight was Wing Commander Delia Chadwick, the current Commanding 
Officer of 32 Sqn. She said: “Crews old and new are exceptionally fond of the 146’s characteristics 
and capabilities. They’re proud of her proven reliability, her rich heritage and the significant role 
she’s delivered. While it is a sad day to say goodbye to the aircraft we hold so dear after years of 
unrelenting service, she thoroughly deserves her retirement, and it’s time for 32 (The Royal) 
Squadron to enter a new chapter in its history.” The aircraft is named after Group Captain Lionel 
Rees VC, a fighter pilot from Caernarfon who was awarded the Victoria Cross in the First World War. 
Rees was awarded Britain's highest award for gallantry for his actions on June 1, 1916, the first day 
of the Battle of the Somme, after single-handedly taking on 10 enemy aircraft. The squadron retained 
its number after the Royal Flying Corps was merged with the Royal Naval Air Service to become the 
Royal Air Force in 1918. The BAe146 will be housed at SWAM’s home at St Athan where it will join 
their large collection of historical British military aircraft at the former RAF base 15 miles west of 
Cardiff. Gary Spoors of SWAM said "We're very thankful to the RAF for the generous gift of this 
historic British jet. To have an aircraft which performed such a high-profile role is a real boost for the 
museum and the fact that it has a Welsh connection to a VC winner makes it even more special. 
The BAe146 is being replaced by modern Dassault 900LX jets which are more sustainable thanks 
to their smaller engines, leading to a reduction in fuel burn and emissions and have longer 
range.  (RAF News) 
 
RUSSIA IS KEEPING THE PLANES: 
 

The Bermuda Civil Aviation Authority has provisionally suspended the certificates of airworthiness 
of all aircraft operated by Russian airlines on the Bermudan registry. The suspension affects roughly 
700 aircraft, including nearly 600 operated for Russia’s largest passenger airlines. Irish authorities 
have also suspended the certificates of airworthiness for Russian operated aircraft on the Irish 
registry. 
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12 March 2022 - International Sanctions Press Statement: 
International sanctions on the aviation sector have had a significant impact on the ability to sustain 
safety oversight on Russian operated aircraft on the Bermuda Aircraft Registry. The airworthiness 
system has been restricted to the point that the Bermuda Civil Aviation Authority (BCAA) is unable 
to confidently approve these aircraft as being airworthy. Therefore, as of 23:59 UTC on March 12th, 
2022, the BCAA has provisionally suspended all Certificates of Airworthiness of those aircraft 
operating under the Article 83bis Agreement between Bermuda and the Russian Federation. For 
any aircraft airborne at 23:59 UTC on March 12th, 2022, the provisional suspension is effective 
immediately upon landing. 
Why are Russian jets on the Bermudan registry? A majority of aircraft operated by Russian 
commercial airlines are leased, not owned by the airlines. Often as part of that lease, the aircraft are 
placed on the Bermudan registry as part of the International Civil Aviation Organization’s Article 
83bis delegation agreements. An 83bis agreement between Russia and Bermuda means that 
Bermudan authorities assume responsibility for ensuring operations, maintenance, and continuing 
airworthiness. Jets formerly on the Bermudan registry carried a VP- or VQ- registration. 
Russian law makes aircraft recovery less likely: Aircraft kept by Russian airlines in the face of lease 
cancellation and the suspension of their certificates of airworthiness are being re-registered on the 
Russian civil aircraft registry. The new registrations begin with RA-. Some aircraft have been stored 
outside of Russia by airlines or lessors. Those locations are noted in the new registration’s column. 
On 14 March, Putin signed into law an amendment allowing foreign-registered aircraft owned by 
non-Russian lessors to be placed on the Russian registry. The new law increases the likelihood that 
few aircraft owned by foreign lessors will be recovered. 
(By - Ian Petchenik – Flightradar24’s director of communications) (Sent in by Jon Adams) 
 
CHEERS FOR NOW: 
 

Day 729 and counting... The Annual General Meeting now behind us, our next function will be the 
RAFOC 2022 ANNUAL DINNER. As advertised through bookings@rafoc.org we are holding this 
year’s Annual Dinner on Friday 1st April 2022 at 19h30 for 20h00, which is the RAF’s official birthday. 
The venue will be at the Wanderers Club, on the new indoor Terrace area which has plenty of 
ventilation and a large outdoor Terrace opening off it 
This area will be reserved exclusively for RAFOC for the evening. For planning purposes, please 
indicate whether you and your partner will attend by responding to at bookings@rafoc.org  – with 
names of any guests you intend to bring. Mess Dress (for those who still have it) or Black Tie, (dark 
suit and tie acceptable) ladies to dress appropriately. We hope to see you there and help us make 
this a Gala occasion that it has been in pre-Covid years! 
 
TAILPIECE: 
 

I know a man who knew where he was headed,  
And it was exactly what his mother had dreaded, 
Well, after some time, 
Wedding bells did chime, 
And thus, he was happily bedded and wedded. 
(The Sherriff of Nottingham Road) 
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CAIRO TO CAPE 1926: 
 

 
 

In the years following the end of World War I, the RAF embarked on a number of long-distance 
flights that captured the imagination of the increasingly air-minded British population. One that was 
particularly noteworthy involved a formation of four aircraft that took off from Cairo 96 years ago to 
fly to Cape Town in South Africa. The aircraft chosen was the Fairey F.IIID, powered by a single 
Napier Lion engine. The four aircraft were prepared at Northolt, west London, and shipped to Egypt 
in January 1926. The aircraft normally carried a crew of three but were converted to two-seaters so 
they had room to carry spares. The four pilots were accompanied by a navigator, an engineering 
officer and two sergeants, one a fitter and the other a rigger, with Wg Cdr CWH Pulford in command. 
After a major overhaul and a series of test flights to assess petrol consumption, the aircraft were 
ready to depart. At 7.10am on March 1, 1926 the four aircraft took off in formation from the RAF 
airfield at Heliopolis, near Cairo, and headed south on their 5,289- mile flight to South Africa. RAF 
ground support parties and stores had been positioned at the main landing strips with more 
comprehensive servicing available at Khartoum in Sudan and Pretoria in South Africa. For the 
remaining landing grounds, petrol and mooring facilities were all that were available. Khartoum After 
landing, on every stage each aircraft hoisted the RAF ensign as they taxied to their parking area. 
Having completed five stages, the aircraft reached Khartoum on March 4, where they were serviced 
by the resident 47 Squadron. Two days later the aircraft left and followed the River Nile. The desert 
was left behind in southern Sudan when grasslands and thick bush emerged. After leaving the Nile, 
the navigator used rivers, lakes and solitary railways as the main points of reference. The aircraft 
flew through heavy rain en route to Kisumu in northern Kenya and the wooden propellers were 
damaged and had to be stripped and varnished during a four-day stay to service the aircraft. The 
formation left on March 17 and headed towards Tabora in Tanganyika, where they were greeted by 
the Governor and a large crowd of local people. Due to the soft ground, the aircraft were manhandled 
by men of the King’s African Rifles to a better area. The following day they left for Abercorn in 
Northern Rhodesia (now Zambia). Thick forests would have made a forced landing impossible but 
the Napier engines never missed a beat. (Earlier Napier Lion engines had powered the British 
Schneider Trophy aircraft)  The crews described Lake Tanganyika as “a beautiful sight” and 15 miles 
south was the landing strip at Abercorn. On March 21 the formation set off for N’Dola, a four-hour 
flight and where the whole European population gathered to greet them. Over the next few days, the 
formation headed south, reaching Livingstone on March 29. The spray from the nearby Victoria Falls 
could be seen 40 miles away and, on arrival, they were met by the Governor and Lady Stanley. 
Taking off in formation the next morning, they saluted the Governor with a fly-past, flew over Victoria 
Falls and headed for Bulawayo and a welcome. By April 2 the aircraft had arrived at Pretoria where 
they received “an immense welcome” and where an RAF servicing party was there to greet them. 
The aircraft were wheeled into hangars where only a few minor adjustments were needed, otherwise 
they were in perfect order. On April 5, accompanied by 14 aircraft of the South African Air Force, the 
team flew to Johannesburg where they were received by the Lord Mayor and a large crowd. The 
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next stage was to Bloemfontein, where it was discovered that the oil tank of S 1102 had split 
and had to be replaced. After refuelling at Beaufort, the formation took off on the morning of April 12 
and headed for Cape Town, where they were welcomed by the Minister of Defence and Chief of the 
General Staff. The Flight received the greatest assistance from the Cape Garrison and from a local 
engineering company that manufactured four new oil tanks, which they fitted to each aircraft.  A 
week was spent in Cape Town servicing the aircraft. The return flight began on April 19 and followed 
the same route, except for a visit to Nairobi, arriving back at Heliopolis on May 27, one day ahead 
of the timetable. Each aircraft had flown for 141 hours, and very little trouble was experienced. 
Beyond having to replace one magneto, two propellers and four oil tanks, no major repairs were 
necessary. This is testimony to the reliability of the Napier engines, the robust airframe and, in 
particular, the efficient ground organisation prepared by the RAF personnel who had to be sent to 
the landing grounds in advance. The country flown over between Kenya to Pretoria was bad for a 
forced landing, but the pilots had such faith in their engines and aircraft that the idea seldom, if ever, 
crossed their minds. The four aircraft flew to the RAF base at Aboukir near Alexandria on May 29 
where they were overhauled and fitted with floats for the onward journey to England. The flight left 
on June 9. Less exciting than the flight to Cape Town, stops were made in Greece, Italy and France 
before arriving at Lee-on-Solent, Portsmouth on June 21, where they were received by Air Vice-
Marshal Sir Geoffrey Salmond representing the Air Council. Triumph - At the end of the epic flight, 
each aircraft had flown for approximately 185 hours and covered almost 14,000 miles. The aviation 
magazine Flight described the feat as “a triumph of British organisation and achievement.” The 
official RAF report of the Cape Flight stated: “The flight has been of great value to the Royal Air 
Force, as it has provided experience in long-distance flying over new country and through changing 
climates. It should clearly show to the world the reliability and the efficiency of British aircraft and 
engines, the objects of the flight having been completely achieved.” For such a flight to be 
undertaken and be so successful just over seven years after the end of WWI was indeed remarkable. 
                

    
 


